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ABSTRACT

A delivery scheduling algorithm developed by . 
Daniel Klunk at The University of Arizona in 1970 is 
modified to improve its efficiency and decrease its 
computer storage requirement and running time„ These 
modifications include a packing routine and a new method 
of obtaining an initial basic solution. This modified 
algorithm is compared with one developed by G-. Clarke 
and J«; W, Wright as reported in Operations Research in
I96I4.. The comparison shows Klunk*s algorithm to be 
superior to Clarke and Wright * s for certain types of 
problems.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This work is a generalization of an algorithm for 
scheduling delivery of goods or services developed by 
Klunk (1970), and referred to as the Delivery Scheduler, 
This algorithm is also compared with one developed by- 
Clarke and Wright (I96I4-) which will be called the Clarke- 
Wright algorithm, .

The Problem
There is a large class of problems involving deliv 

ering homogeneous goods or services, or making pickups, 
at many different locations from one or more depots*, pos- 

. sibly centralized. This class includes such diverse prob
lems as school bus scheduling, health service delivery, 
laundry or bakery delivery, military supply, and airline 
routing. There has been some work reported in the litera
ture dealing with one or another of the problems, but not 
tying them together as the same problem. All the problems 
involve minimizing the total number of vehicles or teams 
used to fulfill a set of commitments with the following 
assumptions or restrictions;

1, Each commitment is characterized by a point at 
which the service must be performed, and a time

1



duration to fulfill this commitment. Any commit
ment stated in terms of other than time can be 
transformed by a simple conversion since all 
commitments are homogeneous. For instance, if 
a truck has a commitment to deliver ij.000 gallons 
of fuel, and has a pumping rate of 100 gallons 
per minute, the commitment time required is lj.0 
minutes. / -

2. The time required to service a set of commitments 
is the sum of their time requirements.

3. The required transportation data (network, depot, 
locations, travel times, maximum travel time per 
route) are known. Again, non-time figures, such 
as mileage, can be converted.

l\.e The set of vehicles or service teams is homo
geneous. That is, each vehicle requires the same 
time to service a particular commitment, requires 
the same time to travel a particular path, and 
has the same capacity or maximum service time 
available on one route.

5<> Every route must be circular (originate and
terminate at the same depot) and be within the 
maximum allowable time per route.

Assumption 5> necessitated by the requirement that 
all routes terminate within a given time interval, severely'



restricts the fulfillment of the commitments„ This prob
lem was first stated in almost this same form by Dantzig 
and Ramser (1959). Well established procedures for routing 
problems such as Dantzig (1963) are of little value since 
they attempt to service all commitments with one route 
without regard to the total time spent. Dantzig and 
Fulkerson (1954-) have shown that the problem of determin
ing the minimum number of tankers to meet a fixed schedule 
of fuel transportation is basically a linear programming 
problem of the classical Hitchcock transportation type.
This is the approach used in the Delivery Scheduler algo
rithm. .Hausman and Gilmore (1967) have proposed a sub- 
optimal solution method for a multi-route, multi-period 
problem of delivering to customers with a.minimum required 
frequency of service. Their algorithm groups customers, 
based bn location, computes delivery costs and then system
atically moves each customer among the other groups in an 
attempt to lower the cost. The classical traveling sales
man algorithm of Little, et al. (1963) is then used to 
determine the actual route to service the customers in 
each group.

Mori and Nishimura (1967) solve a similar problem 
by manipulating the shortest path matrix to find one final 
route. Foulkes, Prager and Warner (1954-) - have proposed a 
solution to the problem of providing continuous bus service



in a metropolitan area, while Newton and Thomas (1969) 
have provided a solution to the problem of school bus 
scheduling. The two algorithms to be compared here are 
explained in Chapter II.

Wymore (196?) defines the set theoretic notation 
which will be used in Chapter II. The definitions are:

defines a set;0
FUNCTIONS (R,P) 

REALS

INTEGERS

[a,b]

1
RANGE(f) 
DOMAIN(f)
Tt

#(A)

maximal ((X )

is the set of functions defined over 
the set R with values in the set p;
is the set of real numbers (POSITIVE- 
REALS is the set of real numbers 
greater than zero);
is the set of integers (POSITIVE- 
INTEGERS is the set of positive 
integers);
is the closed interval defined from 
point a to point b ;
is the Cartesian product operator;
denotes the range of the function f;
denotes the domain of the function f ;
is the function that projects a vector 
in a Cartesian product on a subset of 
its coordinate axes, i. e .; if i f 
A X B > then Jf (A)i denotes the A 
component of element i;
denotes the number of elements in the 
set A;
denotes the following relationship:
if Oc € FUNCTIONS(P X p. (0,1) ), then f is maximal ((X) if for every g F,
OC (f,g) = 0 or (X(S,f) = 1.



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OP ALGORITHMS

This chapter describes the two algorithms to be 
compared heree The modified explicit enumeration algo--- 
rithm,or Delivery Scheduler, is described in more detail 
by Klunk (1970). Clarke and Wright (1961}-) provide more 
details of their algorithm.

Modified Explicit Enumeration Algorithm 
This algorithm, called the Delivery Scheduler by 

Klunk (1970)> is basically a three part method to minimize 
the total number of trips from a central depot through a 
network, returning to the depot within a fixed time .-inter
val, and servicing commitments at various nodes in the 
network.

The general procedure of the algorithm is as 
follows i '

1. Determine the set of undominated feasible routes 
through the network. This is done by analyzing 
the network, defining the set of points in the net
work, and the set of travel times between points 
which are directly connected. This basic set of 
routes can be used to determine an optimal solu
tion for any set of commitments.



2. Adapt the set of routes to the specific set of 
commitments. Those nodes without commitments 
are eliminated as potential stops in all routes. 
Routes which become dominated by this process a.re 
eliminated. Finally, the set of routes is 
expanded by repeating each route as often as may 
be required to fulfill all commitments at each 
node through which it passes,

3, Incorporate the expanded set of routes into a 
transportation problem eliminating routes by a 
branch and bound technique until the maximum 
number of routes has been eliminated. The remain
ing routes determine the set of required routes 
for the optimal solution, and the final trans
portation solution matrix determines the alloca
tion of time to each node for each required route.

Route Generation - .
Let POINTS = NODES 1/ INTERSECTIONS, where 

NODES Q  POSITIVEINTEGERS 
INTERSECTIONS C POSITIVEINTEGERS, and 
NODES O  INTERSECTIONS ^

. Let CONNECTION £ FUNCTIONS(POINTS2, (0,l) ) such 
that for every i, j (-'POINTS,
CONNECTION (i,j) = 1 if there is a direct link from node i

to node j,
= 0 ■ otherwise,,.



Let OPTION £ FUNCTIONS(POINTS, SUBSETS(POINTS) 
such that for every i £ POINTS,
OPTION(i) = { j:j £ POINTS, CONNECTION(i,j) = 1 } .

Let TIMES = { TIME^: if POINTS, TIME^ £
FUNCTIONS(OPTION(i), POSITIVERBALS), where for every j £ 
OPTION (i), TIMEj(i) denotes the travel time from i to j } .
The transportation network can now be defined as a three
tuple NETWORK = (POINTS,OPTION,TIMES).

One assumption of the problem states that one or 
more nodes shall serve as depots and all routes must 
originate and terminate from the same depot. Let DEPOTS Cl 

POINTS be the set of depots, and let ORDEREDPATHS = { f : 
there exists n £ POSITIVEINTEOERS such that f £ FUNCTIONS 
(INTEGERS [l,n], POINTS), f(i) = f(n) = DEPOT for some 
DEPOT £ DEPOTS, f(k+l) £ OPTION(f (k) ) for every k £ INTE
GERS [l,n-l], for every i, j, i+j £ INTEGERS [l,n] and P £ 
POINTS if f(i) = f(i+j) = p then there exists k £ INTEGERS 
[1,j] such that f(i+j+k) ^ f (i +k)} .

Furthermore, let TOTAL £ POSITIVEREALS be the total 
travel time plus service time available per route, let HIGH 
be the travel time available per route, HIGH CTOTAL, and 
let FEASIBLEROUTES = (f :f (f ORDEREDPATHS, ^  (TIMEf (k_ (f (k+1) ) 
k f  INTEGERS [ 1,#(DOMAIN(f) ) -1 5: HIGH) . The first step
in the route generation procedure is the explicit genera
tion of the set FEASIBLEROUTES. Then each element of



FEASIBLEROUTES is tested for dominance as follows; let 
TRAVELTIME f FUNCTIONS(FEASIBLEROUTES,POSITIVEREALS) such 
that for every f £ FEASIBLEROUTES, TRAVELTIME(f ) =

{TIMEf (k)(f(k+l)): k f INTEGERS[l,#(DOMAIN(f))-!] } .
For every f f FEASIBLEROUTES, let GROUPf = RANGE(f) fl 
NODES. If f , g f FEASIBLEROUTES, then let 
CX(f ,g)= 1 if GROUPgC GROUPf and TRAVELTII'lE(g)>TRAVELTIME, 

= 0 otherwise 
Then ROUTES’ = { f : f £ FEASIBLEROUTES, f is 

maximal(0() ) . ROUTES' is generated using only NETWORK 
and HIGH, and is independent of any commitments. Hence, 
the set ROUTES’ need only be generated once for any set of 
commitments imposed on the same network with the same 
maximum travel time restriction. The service time for 
commitments on each route is determined as follows; let 
SERVICETIME £ FUNCTIONS(ROUTES', POSITIVEREALS) such that 
for every f £ ROUTES’, SERVICE'!IME(f) = TOTAL - TRAVELTIME 
(f). The output of this program which is carried forward 
to the next phase of the system is SERVICETIME(f), and 
GROUPf for every f £ ROUTES'.

Problem Reduction
The second step of the algorithm is to adapt the 

set of undominated feasible routes, ROUTES’, to the spe
cific purpose of servicing a given set of commitments.
The results are a set, ROUTES’’, of routes which have been



tailored to fit the set of commitments, and a set of total 
commitment times at each node in the network. The algo
rithm is as follows:

1. The total commitment time per node is determined 
by summing the individual commitment times at each 
node. Let the set COMMITMENTS be defined as 
COMMITMENTS = { com: com £ COMMITTIME Y  NODES) , 
where COMMITTIME = POSITIVEREALS, and /f (COMMIT- 
TIME)com denotes the time required to fulfill a 
commitment, com, and 7T (NODES)com denotes the 
node where the commitment is located. Let TOTAL
TIME £ FUNCTIONS(NODES, POSITIVEREALS) such that 
for every j £ NODES, the total time needed to 
service all commitments at node j is calculated
by TOTALTIME( j ) = 7T(COMMITTIME) com: com £
COMMITMENTS, Jf (NODES) com = j} .

2. All nodes with zero commitment time are elimi
nated as possible stops from each route. For 
every f ̂  ROUTES 1, let GROUP'f = GROUPf D  {i:
1 £ NODES, TOTALTIME(i) ^ 0} .

3. ROUTES’ is now searched for routes which have 
become dominated as a result of the reduction.
The search for dominance is the same as that in 
route generation phase, with the function Q  ’ 
serving the same purpose as Q( in that phase.



Then let ROUTES’’ = f f : f £ ROUTES’, f is 
maximal ( £ ( ’)} .
An upper bound on the number of times a particu
lar f £ ROUTES’’ may be required to service the 
set of commitments is determined. Let RHO £ 
FUNCTIONS(ROUTES’’, REALS) such that for every f £ 
ROUTES", RHO(f) = V  ( TOTALTIME ( j) : j £ GROUP^) , 
That is RHO(f) designates the total commitment 
time required in the set of nodes visited by route 
f . Let UBND £ FUNCTIONS(ROUTES’’, POSITIVE- 
INTEGERS) such that for every f £ ROUTES’’, UBND(f) 
is determined by (UBND(f )-1)xSERVICETIME(f ) <
RHO(f) ^TUBND(f)xSERVICETIME(f).
Each route f £ ROUTES’’ will be required not more 
than UBND(f) times in the final set of routes. 
Therefore, a set ROUTES’’’ is defined in such a 
way as to insure that the set of routes which con
tains the minimum number of routes required to 
fulfill the set of commitments is a subset of 
ROUTES’’’. That is for every f £ ROUTES’’, there 
exists UBND(f) elements of ROUTES’’’ equal to f.
A crude lower bound, LOBND, on the number of routes 
required to fulfill the set of commitments is 
determined for input to the branch and bound pro
cedure. Let a service potential function PHI £



11
FUNCTIONS ( R O U T E S POSIT IVEREALS) be defined 
such that for every f £ ROUTES * * *,
PHI(f) = SERVICETIME(f *) for UBND(f») - 1 of the

f C ROUTES * * * where f * = f, f * £ ROUTES**, 
= RHO(f*)-(UBND(f*)-l)xSERVICETIME(f*) for 

one f £ ROUTES * * * where f * = f, f* £
ROUTES * *« ' -

The set ROUTES * * * is then ordered with respect to 
PHI such that for every f, g £ ROUTES* * *, f pre
cedes "g if PHl(f) > PHI(g). For the ordered set 
ROUTES *1« = (fj: f j £ ROUTES * *', j £ INTEGERS 
[l,n] determines the position of the route in
the ordering X, >' define a set REQUIREDROUTES £  

FUNCTIONS(NODES, POSITIVEINTEGERS) such that for 
every j £ NODES, REQUIREDROUTES ( j) = f ± where fj, £  

ROUTES * * * and i is the smallest integer such that 
j £ GROUP * £ 6 Then define the set ROUTESNEEDED.= 
RANGE(REQUIREDROUTES) such that for every j £

NODES, REQUIREDROUTES(j) £ ROUTESNEEDED and for 
every i, k £ ROUTESNEEDED,. i ^ k. Then LOBND =
# (ROUTESNEEDED)„
The results of the problem reduction phase are the 

function TOTALTIME, the ordered set ROUTES**', and LOBND*



Branch and Bound Solution . » ;
Following is the algorithm used to determine the. 

smallest subset of ROUTES1 11 required to fulfill the func 
tion TOTALTIME of time requirements;

1. Enter each route i £ ROUTES'f’ as a row entry 
with the service time available as the row total 
and each TOTALTIME(j) for every j £ NODES as a 
column requirement in a transportation problem 
matrix.

2. Establish a slack column for allocation of unused 
time to fulfill the requirements of the trans-

. portation solution method.
3» Eliminate the possibility of degeneracy in the

transportation matrix using a method described in 
Ackoff and Sasiehi (1968) .. That is to add 2 x n 
x 10”^ to the allowable route time in the n**1 row 
and adding N x (N+l) x 10“^ to the slack column 
time where N is the total number of routes. This 
insures that no subset of row time totals will 
equal a subset of column time totals.

4.. Determine j for each row and column, entry as
follows; C" • = 0 if route i visits node j,

= 1 otherwise.
5. Enter an initial basic solution and drive it

feasible using the transportation problem algo
rithm in Klerer and Korn (1967)«



6. Determine an upper bound on the number of routes 
that can be driven out of the transportation prob
lem by prohibiting the use of each route i in 
turn. This is accomplished by setting C. for 
all j except the slack column, greater than 0,
and attempting to determine a feasible solution 
using the transportation algorithm. To designate 
this temporary elimination, all are set equal
to 2 in route i if they were originally set to 
zero. Any route which cannot be eliminated in 
this manner is designated an element of the optimal 
subset of ROUTES1M  required to fulfill the TOTAL- 
TIME commitment and will not be considered in the - 
branch and bound elimination procedure,

7, The branch and bound procedure is initiated with
the elimination of the route entered in the highest
numbered rota in the transportation matrix that
satisfies the conditions for elimination in , 
step 6,

8, Branching from any set of removed routes is per- 
. formed by attempting to remove additional routes
that satisfy the condition for elimination in 
step 6.

9. An upper bound on the number, of removable routes 
is the sum of the routes already eliminated, and



24
the total remaining removable routes determined
by the criteria in step 6.

10. The lower bound on the number of routes that can
be eliminated for the optimal solution is the
largest current set of removed routes„

11* All solutions possible from a set of eliminated
routes are dominated if the upper bound for that
set is less than or equal to the current lower 
bound, .
The result of this phase is a set of service time

allocations for each of a minimal set of required routes.
The exact path to be followed is determined through a 
reference number to the original set ROUTES’.

This three part algorithm offers several distinct 
features; ''

16 The original set ROUTES’ is generated indepen
dently of any commitments. Therefore, for any
particular network, provided travel times between 
nodes and total time allowed for travel per route 
do not change, ROUTES’ will suffice for any number 
of set of commitments,

2„ Since the branch and bound procedure implicitly 
tests every subset of ROUTES’’’, the algorithm 
guarantees an optimal solution, time permitting. 
However, the branching procedure used the current 
best suboptimal solution as an upper bound on the
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optimal solution,, Therefore, the current best 
solution is always available» The present version 
of the computer program is set to halt before 
reaching the optimum and using large amounts of 
computer time. The lower bound LOBND is purposely 
high and the program, stops when LOBND ~ I4. routes 
are left in the solution.

3. The three part method provides for human inter
vention in the form of heuristic analysis if 
desired. The present implementation allows the 
user to specify whether he wants all three parts 
run consecutively, or if he wants to stop between 
phases.

Clarke-Wright Algorithm f
I .This algorithm was developed by Clarke and Wright 

(1961j-) to route a fleet of vehicles with varying capacities 
for deliveries or servicing commitments from a central 
depot to a large number of delivery or service points.
The algorithm has been modified to incorporate the travel 
and total time restrictions in the Delivery Scheduler to 
facilitate comparison of the algorithms. . This formulation 
is equivalent to the Delivery Scheduler, except for the 
fact that the Delivery Scheduler allows multiple depots, 
while the Clarke-Wright algorithm only allows one depot.
The problem formulation is as follows: a number of



16
vehicles of capacity (X (i f  INTEGERS[1,n ]) are avail
able and commitments q^ exist at points P^ (j £ INTEGERS 
[l,m]) and must be fulfilled from a depot Pq; given the 
distances (or travel times) d^ ^ for every h, k £ INTEGERS 
[l,m] between all points, it is desired to minimize the 
total distance traveled (or the total travel time). For 
ease of computation, the are ordered such that C <
C jl for every i p INTEGERS [ 2, n ] and it is assumed that 
^  qj. Since some vehicles may have excess capacity in 

tlie solution, x^ needs to be large enough to ensure allo
cation of all commitments.

Consider a feasible, nonoptimal allocation of 
vehicles. Each point in the network will be linked to two 
other points, one or both of which may be Pq , the depot.
Consider two points p and P on two separate routes. Lety z
them 1/6 linked to Py+i and Pz±^ respectively. Calculate 
the effect of linking P^ and P2, and breaking one of the 
links PyPy+1, Py_1Py, and one of PZP2+1, Pz_iPz. The 
distances saved by each of these decompositions is cal
culated as follows:
(a) dy^y+i - dg^y+i + dz,z+1 “ dO,z+l “ dy,z *
(t’) dy-l,y " do,y-l + dz,z+l " d0, z+1 “ dy, z >

dy,y+i “ do,y+i + dz,z-i “ do,z-% “ dy,z »
(d ) dy-l,y " dQ,y-l + dz,z-l " dO,z-l " dy,z •
These "savings" are calculated for each pair of nodes,



17
(yyz) and the maximmn is selected that would produce 
routes consistent with vehicle availabilities and capaci
ties and time requirements» These two points are linked 
and the "savings'1 calculated.

Here is the actual method of computation,used in 
implementing this algorithm. Define the following sets;
P = INTEGERS[0,n] as the set of nodes, node 0 is the depot;

pDISTANCE F FUNCTIONS(P , POSITIVEREALS), where DISTANCE 
(i,j) is the distance or travel time between 
point i and point j for every i, j £ p;

SAVINGS £ FCTNCTIONS(P2, REALS), where SAVINGS(i,j)
= DISTANCE(0,i) + DISTANCE(0,j) - DISTANCE (i,j) 

for every i, j C P, i, j > 0, i ^ j,
= 0 if i = j = 0; .

Q C FUNCTIONS(P, POSITIVEREALS) where Q(i) is the amount 
of service time needed at point i for every i 

(It is assumed that for every i £\P,.Q(i) is 
such that an initial allocation of only one 
vehicle per point is possible. if necessary, the 
load will be split up into one or more loads of 
the capacity of the largest vehicle, with the 
remainder being considered in the problem,);

T £ FUNCTIONS(P2, { 0,1,2} )where for every i, p, T(i,j)
= 0. if points i and j are not linked, i, j’> 0,
= 1 if points i and j are linked on the same route,
. i, j > 0,
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= 2 if j = 0, and point i is served exclusively

by one vehicle; and
TOTALTIME <f FUNCTIONS (P, POSIT IYEREALS) where for every i 

C" P, TOTALTIME (i) = Q(i) + DISTANCE(0, i) .
Since each point, except the depot, can be linked to at 
most only two other points, the following relation always 
holds:

{ T(i, j h  .1 P INTEGERS [0,m], ,1 / i) = 2, for every 
i C P, i > 0. <' (A)

The initial basic solution is T (0, i) = 2 for every i £" P, 
i 0* The rows and columns are searched for the maximum 
SAVING-S (i, j) subject to the following conditions ; 

l e T(0,i) > 0, T(0,j) >  0;
20 P(i) and P (j) are not already on the same route; .
3. Removing the vehicles allocated to loads Q,(i) and

Q(j) and replacing them with one vehicle to cover
the load Q,(i) + Q,(j) does not cause the number of
vehicles allocated of any capacity to exceed the 
number available; 

l|.* Linking the two nodes does not cause any vehicle 
. to exceed its available total time (travel time + 
service time),

If these conditions hold, T(i,j) is made equal to 1 and 
other values of T(h,k) are amended subject to equation 
(A), for every h, k £ p. Q,(k) is set to zero where T(0,k). 
is zero for every k £ p, and is set to Q(i) + Q(j) on the
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route created by linking i and j„ TOTALTIME(k) for every 
k on the route created by the linkage is set to TOTALTIME 
(i) + TOTALTIME(j) - SAVINGS(i,j>* The savings matrix is 
then searched again and the procedure repeated until no 
more links are possible. The primary advantage of this 
algorithm is its speed of execution. The final solution 
presented by the algorithm is usually near-optimal^ and 
can be used as the basis for further hand optimization.



CHAPTER III

MODIFICATIONS TO FLUNK'S ALGORITHM

The Delivery Scheduler, as originally written by 
Klunk (1970), consisted of three separate computer pro
grams * each occupying about I2^,000g words of storage on 
the CDC 6I4.OO computer at The University of Arizona. It 
has been modified to occupy 110,OOOg words and execute in 
a shorter period of time. This chapter describes those 
modifications«

Building Approach 
As originally written by Klunk (1970), Phase III 

of the Delivery Scheduler utilizes in a destructive .method, 
starting with the entire set ROUTES'f! and reducing it 
(by eliminating routes) to approach the optimal solution. 
For example, if ROUTES''' = INTEGERS[1,n ], the program will 
first try to eliminate the route in row n. If this route 
is needed, it will then try to eliminate the route in row 
n-1, etc. When a route is eliminated, it is removed from 
the list of required routes, When the number of routes 
required equals LOBND,. the optimal solution has been found. 
If n is large (say 100) and LOBND is small (say 20), the 
computer time to find the optimal.solution may approach 10 
minutes.

20
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In an attempt to lower this solution time, a " 

building block method was developed using the following 
logic. The original method starts with a feasible (non- 
optimal) solution using all the routes and eliminates 
routes one at a time until an optimal solution is found.
It was decided to start with an optimal (non-feasible) 
solution, using LOBND routes, and add routes one at a 
time until a feasible solution is found. Since this 
method would start with LOBND routes, it should reach a 
feasible (optimal) solution much quicker than Klunk's 
elimination method. However, even if the final solution 
has only LOBND routes, they are not usually the first ones 
in ROUTES For instance, if ROUTES'{f = INTEGERS[1,6]
and LOBND = 2 . suppose the optimal solution is to use 
the routes in rows 1, and 6. First all combinations ofV2 or 15 of thesetwo rows must be checked. There are 
combinations. Then the following combinations of three 
rows must be checked: 1, 2, 3l 1, 2, 1, 2, $; 1, 2, 6:
1 * li-J 1 * 3$ 1 * 3? 65 1, ij., 5 1 I) 61 and 1, fj* 6.
This is a total of 2% combinations which must be tested 
and evaluated with the transportation problem solution 
method, only to discover that they are all infeasible, 
except the last. On the other hand, the method used by 
Klunk would only have to. eliminate rows ij., 3, and 2 (in 
that order), at about a 75 percent savings of computer 
time.
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In general, the total number of infeasible solu- .

;k £ INTEGERS [LOBND,tions tried would be W  # (ROUTES ! 1 1 )u k . -ir-l]j r is the number of routes in the final solutions
plus not more than The first term is#( ROUTES' 1»)

1 rthe number of subsets of ROUTES''' with less than r routes,
All of these1 produce infeasible solutions. The last term 
is the number of subsets of ROUTES'1' with exactly' r 
routes1 which proved to yield infeasible solutions„ There
fore it was decided to discard the building method and 
concentrate on improving the speed and efficiency of 
Klunk's original program. The remainder of this chapter 
describes these improvements„

Packing
There are a number of arrays in each of the /three 

programs containing N x V words, where N is the maximum 
number of routes the program can handle, and V is the 
maximum number of nodes in the network that can be accom
modated, These arrays contained either one or two digit 
flags which marked whether or not a given route passed 
through a given node, or the array was a list of all nodes 
through which a route passed. A subroutine was written, 
first in FORTRAN, then in COMPASS, the GDC assembly language, 
to pack twenty one digit or ten two digit numbers per word. 
This scheme uses three bits per digit, and the sixty bit 
word size of the GDC 6L|.00 computer. This routine enables
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a 250 x 60 word array (1^00 words) to be reduced to 2^0 x 
3 (75>0 words), a 95 percent reduction in storage at the 
expense of only 35g words for the subroutine, and the time 
required to execute it,which is approximately equal to 
the time it takes to calculate an actual address from the 
subscripts in the large arrays„ as a result of this pack
ing, larger problems can be handled now than previously, 
using less core, and taking less computer time. This pack
ing procedure was only applied to the two dimensional 
arrays, since the time factor makes its universal applica
tion prohibitive„

Overlays
1 . '
The three programs written by Klunk were modified 

and put into overlay form. This allows the program /bo 
call and load each of the three phases separately so that 
only one phase is in core at any time. This means that the
core needed is only as much as the largest segment heeds,
in this case 110,000g words, rather than the sum. of the 
requirements of all segments. The modifications consisted 
of putting all input and inter-program communication in 
the main overlay, with the three programs in three primary 
overlays. The first item read in by the main overlay pro
gram is a flag which indicates which phases are to be run...
The flag is used for checking for needed input. For 
example, if phase II is to be executed, the program checks
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to see if Phase I had been executed« If it had not, the 
route data must be read in, while if Phase I had been 
executed, the route data is in a common block and can be 
used directly by the Phase II program. Additionally, the 
absolute overlay file has been written on magnetic tape 
and can be loaded much faster than if the program had to 
be compiled and loaded each time it was to be run.

Initial Search
In an attempt to make the set of routes smaller

before the branch and bound process begins, the following
search procedure was added at the beginning of Phase III„
Assume there are n routes in the set. • First the program
checks to see if there is a feasible solution with all n
routes. If there is none, the program terminates with a
message that there is no solution. If there is a solution
with all n routes, a binary search is carried out where,
at iteration i, the number of routes used is n^. For the
first, iteration, n^ = n, then ng = n^/2. Thereafter,
ni = ni~l + if there is no feasible solution with

ini 1 rov-tes ? or n^ = n^_2 " n/2 if there is a feasible 
solution.with n^_^ routes. This process continues for six 
iterations, or until n^ equals the lower bound calculated 
in Phase II. The number of routes used in the branch and 
bound process is.then the smallest n. which allows a 
feasible- solution. The maximum of six iterations was



picked since the maximum value of n is currently 2$Q, so 
the interval between the fifth and sixth iteration is only 
3 routes.

Initial Basic Solution 
A new initial basic solution section has been 

added to Phase III. Klunk had originally used the clas
sical northwest corner rule. However, in this problem, 
the cost matrix contains only ones or zeroes, and a fea
sible solution will have allocations only in those posi
tions with zero cost.. The northwest corner method assigns 
initial allocations without regard to the cost matrix, 
and each allocation in a position with non-zero cost .
required at least one iteration through the Klerer and Korn 
(1967) transportation solution section.

The new initial. Solution method is based on the 
method described in Wagner (1969). Define the following
notation: let t_- be the time available on route i; r,j
be the time required at node jj and x^. be the amount of 
time on route i allocated to node j. Here is the algorithm 
used:

1. Select entry (i,j) from those permitted (service
■time remaining in the route or needed at the
node, and zero cost), and let x., = min (t., r^).x J -L J

2,’ If t^ ̂  r., permit no more entries to be selectedJ
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number of entries is equal to the number of rows 
plus the number of columns - l,- stops otherwise 
return to step (i)»

3e If tj_ >  rj, permit no more entries to be selected 
in row j. Set tu to t^ - xij-e total
number of entries is equal to the number of rows
plus the number of columns - 1, stops otherwise 
return to step (i)»
Since the initial solutions produced by this

method have allocations only in zero cost positions in
the cost matrix, Z!x m c m  = ® where x.'. is the alloca-J 1 J : 1 U
tion of time, and c . . is the cost, which makes the solu-3- J
tion feasible. Therefore, only.one iteration of the 
transportation solution section is required since certain 
counters and pointers must be set,

• Comparison
The only case where a direct comparison of the 

Delivery Scheduler before and after these modifications is 
possible is the first example in the next chapter. In 
that example, the original program ran for a total of 19.8 
seconds of computer time, while the modified yersion only 
took 15.2 seconds. Due to the larger amount of computer 
time needed for the original version, Klunk (1970) did not 
attempt any large., practical problems, such as the second 
example in the next chapter. However, an approximate
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..running time of ten minutes can be computed using. Klunk * s

k S'. INTEGERS[l>r/2]y , where n is the number of routes, r 
is the number of routes which can be individually elimi
nated (step 6 of Phase III of the Delivery Scheduler algo
rithm), v is the number of nodes, w is the average number 
of stops per route, and in v̂ is the time for one iteration 
of the transportation pr.oblem solution procedure, in,v 
proportional to n + v. The modified version needs only 
about six minutes of computer time for execution.

Therefore, it can be seen that the primary impact 
of the modifications is on computer running time, and 
secondarily on the amount of core storage required by the 
program. It is estimated that a problem of $0 nodes and 
a maximum travel time per route of three hours should 
generate about 200 routes, and take about one hour of 
computer time to complete all three phases.

formula for the time needed, T 2nwi.



CHAPTER IV

SOME EXAMPLES

Two examples will be examined here. One is a
\simple network with a small set of commitments„ The other 

is an actual application on the Papago Indian Reservation, 
Tucson, Arizona. The first problem is to find the minimum 
number of 8-hour (1|_80 minutes) work days to fulfill a set 
of commitments distributed over the network in Figure 1, 
with a maximum allowable travel time per route of i+OO 
minutes. Table 1 shows the total commitment time per 
node. Note that there are no commitments at nodes 1 and I},.

Phase I of the Delivery Scheduler yields twenty 
routes with service times ranging from 200 to 1|.70 minutes. 
Phase II performs the reduction and expands the remaining 
set of routes to fulfill the commitments and results in a 
set of twenty-one routes with a lower bound of three routes 
needed in the final set of routes. phase III, after sixty- 
three iterations of the transportation problem solution 
algorithm, yields the solution shown in Table 2, Table.
2 also shows the path taken, the travel time, and the 
service time used by each route. Note that route 2 has 
five minutes of uncommitted time remaining out of the 8-hour 
day. Note also that the load at node 2 was split among the

28
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Figure 1. Transportation Network for Simple Example



Table 1, Service Times for Simple Example
30

Node Service Time Required 
(in minutes)

1 0,02 100.0
3 llj-0,0
k 0.0
5 125.06 125.0 • .
7... 115.0

Table 2'0 Final Results of the Delivery Scheduler
Applied to the Simple Example

Route Nodes Service
Times

Path Travel
Time

Service
Time

1 2 55.0 l_2~3-5~2-l 160.0 320.0
3 lll-O.O f ' ' '
5 125.0

2 2 , 45.0 l~2-6~7“6-2-l 190.0 ' 285.06 125.0
7 ■ 115.0

Table 3. Final Results of the Clarke-Wright Algorithm 
Applied to the Simple Example

Route Nodes Travel Time (min) Service Time (min)
1 2 10". 0 100.0
2 3,5 160.0 265.0
3 6,7 190.0 240.0



two routes. This solution is optimal since LOBND was 
small enough that the stopping criterion given in Chapter 
II could not applyB

The Clarke-Wright algorithm was applied to this 
problem with the results shown in Table 3, This algo
rithm will not split the load at any node into two parts e 
Therefore, even though routes 2 and 3 must pass through 
node 2, the service time requirement there is too large 
for either route to handle, and node 2 remains on a 
separate route. The difference in the total time for the 
entire system is only ten minutes, but if the commitments 
were such that the entire set had to be fulfilled daily, 
three vehicles would be required by the Clarke-Wright solu
tion, while the Delivery Scheduler requires only two. Of 
course, the Clarke-Wright solution could be further opti
mized by hand, but this comparison is only concerned with 
the original computer output produced by the two methods.

On the Papago Indian Reservation in Arizona, the 
United States Public Health Service, Indian Health Service, 
maintains an Indian hospital at Sells. This hospital is 
located in the qenter of the Reservation. The Public Health 
Service was sending busses to the various villages through
out the Reservation for the purpose of picking up patients. 
These patients were then brought to the hospital for medical 
care. Under the existing system, each village was visited
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by a bus on the average of once a month* The Public Health 
Service personnel at the Health Program Systems Center in 
Tucson were interested in investigating changing this 
policy so every village, would be visited weekly using 
32-passenger busses with each trip taking less than 2*£ 
hours* This time constraint means that a bus can leave the 
yard at Sells at 8 A,M. and return to the hospital at 
10:30 A«.M„ It could then leave the hospital at 2:30 P«M. 
and have all the patients home and the bus back in the yard 
by 5 P.M. - . ■

It has been assumed by the Health Programs Systems 
Center that the average time for one person to board the 
bus is 0.015 hours. Therefore, the maximum travel time 
allowed is 2.02 hours, allowing Q.lj-S hours to fill the bus. 
The transportation network is shown in Figure 2. The 
distances between villages have been measured by the Health 
Programs Systems Center in average driving times through 
the Reservation and are shown in Table,Ij... Table 5 shows., 
the average weekly patient demand at each of the forty-four 
villages on the Reservation. These average patient per 
week figures are multiplied by 0.015 to arrive at the 
commitment time requirement for each village. The demand 
at Sells (Village 23) is zero since the patients from 
Sells are able to walk/ or arrange their own transporta
tion, to the hospital. A well staffed clinic at Santa



Dimensions of Reservation:
91 miles from Northeast to Southwest 
8l miles from East to West 
88 Miles from North to South

Figure 2. Map of Papago Reservation. (See Table 5 
for village names.)



Table 1|_. Travel Times Between Villages on the papago
Reservation

THIS IS THE LIST OF INPUT PATHS. CHECK TO INSURE 
THAT EACH PATH HAS BEEN ENTERED TWICE,
ONCE EMANATING FROM ONE POINT, AND AGAIN EMANATING FROM 
THE OTHER POINT. '

1ST POINT 2ND POINT TIME

1 2 .11
i 3 .31
i . 6 .38
i •6 . .39
2 1 oil
2 6 .24
2 8 .37
3 1 .31
3 4 .56
3 5 .72
3 - 9 .32
4 3 o 5 5
4 5 - .32
5 3 .72
5 . 4 .32
5 10 2.98
5 17 . 3.91
5 18 3.3 6
5 23 3.97
5 24 5 o 26
6 1 .38
6r: . ’ 2 .24
6 7 .20
6 8 « 53.
7 6 - .20
7 8 1.21
7 . 12 .23
7 15 .42
8 1 .39
8 2 .37
8 6 . 53
8 7 1.21
8 9 .20
8 .16 .31
9 3 ' . o 32
9 ’ 8 . .20
9 10 o 13

10 5 2.98
10 9 .13
10 17 .77
10 18 3.64
10 23 3.75
10 24 4.04
11 12 all
11 13 2 o 31
11 14 2.50
11 20 2.48
11 26 2.52
•12 7 .23
12 11 e 11
12 15 .31
13 11 2,31
13 . 14 1,51
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Table !{., Travel Times Between Villages on the Papago

Reservation— G ont inue d.

INPUT LISTING CONTINUED
1ST POINT 2ND POINT t i m e

13 - , 20 o 39
13 26 .43
14 11 2 o 50
14-' 13 1.51
14 15 .09
14 20 .22
15 7 ©42
15 12 .31
15 14 ©09
15 . 16 ©36
15 21 6 16
16 8 .31
16 15 *35
16 21 .36
16 22 .29
16 23 .48
16 , 28 .29
17 5 / 3.91
17 10 . .77
17 18 . .21
17 23 .20
17 24 2.77
16 5 3.86
16 10 3.64
16 17 .21
18 ,23 .27
18 24 2..0 5
19 25 .50
19 26 .44
20 - 11 2.46
20. 13 .39
20 14 .22
20 26 .16
21 15 ©16
21 16 .36
21 27 1.32
22 16 .29
22 23 .25
22 28 .14
23 5 3.97
23 10 3.75
23 16 .48
23 17 .20
23 18 • . .27
23 22 .25
23 .31 .17
23 32 3.97
23 33 .20
24 5 5.26
24 10 4.04
24 17 2.77
24 1.8 2.06
24 33 ©24
24 38 .23
25 19 . ,50
25 26 .28
26 11 2.52
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Table l+e Travel Times Betwe.en Villages on the Pap ago

Reservation— Continued

INPUT LISTING CONTINUED

1ST POINT 2ND POINT TIME

26 13 .43
26 .19 *44
26 20 .16
26 25 .28
27 21 1.32
27 T' 28 • *50
27 36 .22
28 16 .29
28 22 .14
26 27 .50
28 29 .13
29 26 .13
29 37 .13
31 23 .17
31 32 .04
31 36 .43
31 37 .21
31 43 . .38
31 ' 44 .55
32 23 3.97
32 31 .04
32 36 .39
32 37 , .17
32 43. .34
32 44 o 51
33 23 .20
33 24 - .24
33 38 .13
33 42 .20
34 35, .09
34 39 . .34
35 34 .09
3 5 40 .14
36 27 .22
36 31 .43
36 32 .39
36 37 .30
36 41 .22
36 43 .29
36 44 .46
37 29 .13
37 31 .21
37 32 .17

.. 37 36 .30
37 43 .25
37 44 . .42
33 24 .23
38 33 .13
38 39 .06
39 34 .04
39 38 • .06
4 0 35 .14
41 36 .22
42 33 .20
43 31 .38
43 32 . 3 4

. 4 3 3 6 .29
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Table 1}.. Travel Times Between Villages on the Papago

Reservation-—Continued

INPUT LISTING CONTINUED

1ST POINT 2ND POINT TIME
43 37 .25
43 44 -23
44 31 .55
44 32 .51
44 36 .46
44 ■ 37 .42
44 43 «23
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Table 5>» Average Weekly Patient Demand on the Papago 

Reservation

Village Passengers Service Time
No, N ame per Week (hours)
1 Schuchuli ' 1 6. 5 2 .02282 . Hotason Vo 3.40 .0570
3 Gu Vo 10,27 .1540
k Pla Oik 2.04 . 0306
5 Ali Chuk 5.17 .07756 Hickiwan. 8 0 60 .1290
7 Vaya Ohin 2,42 .03638 San Simon 2.38 .0357
9 Pisinimo 10,42 .156510 Kom Vo 2,04 .030611 Kaka 9.42 . i4i512 Ventana 4.58 ,0686

13 Kohatk 3.94 .0590111. Angeam 7.92 .1190
15 Santa Rosa • 0,00 ,000016 Covered Wells 11,65 .1750.
17 Gu Oidak • 12,17 . 182818 Cowlic 8,15 .1222
19 Viava Vo 4,21 .063220 Gu Komelik 4.13 . 0620
21 SanSerafln 4» 65 .069722 Noii.a 2,67 . 0400
23 Sells 0.00 .0000
Zk Vamori 3.67 .055025 Chuchu 4-88 .0732
26 Tat Momali 1 0,60 .0090
27 Sil Nakya ■ 3.15 .047328 . Ko Vaya 2,56 .0384
29 Comobabia 2.46 .036930 Artesa 0.73 .0109
31 Chiawuli Tak 3.90 .058532 Ali Chukson 14.52 .2180
33 Topawa 17.56 . 2628
3k Choulic 4.88 .0733
35 San Miguel 3.55 . 0532
36 Schuchk 2.10 .0315
37 Haivana Hakya 6.27 .094238 Komelik 5.29 .079539 Supi Oidak 2.15 .0321
ko New Fields 1.88 .0284
kl Queens Wells’ 1.54 .0231
kz Chiuli Shatk 2.06 .0309
43 p an T ak 1.52 ,0227
44 San Pedro 2.77 .0416
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Rosa (Village If?) accounts for the zero demand time 
there.

Phase I of the Delivery Scheduler generated 120 
routes. Some of the outlying villages, however, are too 
far from Sells to be reached within the allotted 2.02 
hours. The computer program produced a list of these 
villages which was used to generate eight more routes to 
insure that all villages were visited. This set of 128 
routes was used as input to Phase II of the Delivery 
Scheduler which reduced the total number of routes to 
122, with a rough lower bound of twenty routes needed for 
the final solution. Phase III then resulted in the set 
of sixteen routes shown in Table 6. Note that this allo
cation includes splitting the load at Village 9 between 
routes 6 and 11.

Table 7 shows the results produced by the Clarke- 
Wright algorithm applied to this problem. Note that the 
Clarke-Wright solution has nine out of twenty routes 
taking longer than 2.f? hours, while the Delivery Scheduler 
has only four out of sixteen. Also, the Clarke-Wright 
solution has thirteen villages which are served exclu
sively by a route, while the Delivery Scheduler only has 
five.
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Table 6. Pinal Results of the Delivery Scheduler Applied
to the Papago Reservation

Route 
No.

Villages Serviced Travel
Time

Service
Time

Excess
Time

1 ' 16,22,28,29,30,31., 32,37- 1.45 .. 613 .379
2 1+3 1.79 .023 .687
3 . 44. 1.85 .042 .. 608
k 24,33,34*38,39,42 1.73 .533 .237
5 27,36 ' 1.79 .078 . 602
6 8,9,10 1.99 . 184 .326
7 41 1.99 .023 .487
8 35,40 2.12 .078 .302,
9 17,18 .68 .305 1.517
10 14,21 2.00 .189 .313
11 3,4,5,9 4.02 .302 *
12 11,12 2,66 . . 110
13 13,19,20,25,26 4.28 . 266
11+ 2 2.12 .051 .331
15 1 ■ 2.16 .023 .319
16 6,7 2.78 .431 -X-

-x- Excess time is based on 2,5 hours total time, These 
routes exceed 2.5 hours. .
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Table 7° Final Results of the Clarke -Wright Algor ithm.
Applied to the Papago Reservation

Route
No.

Villages Visited Travel
Time

Service . 
Time

Total
Time

1 1,2,16,22 1.67 .289 1.959
2 3 2.42 .154 2.574’
3 k ' 3.54 .031 3.57-h
k 5 3.86 . .078 3,9384
5 6 2.44 .129 2.5694
6 7 2.38 .036 2.4l6
7 8,9,10,17 1.99 .406 2.396
8 11 2.66 .141 2.8014
9 12 2.36 .069 2.429
10 13 2'. 72. . 059 2.879:
11 111, 21 2.16 .189 2.349
12 18 .54 .122 . 662
13 19 3.36 .063 3.423-
llj- 20 2.22 «062 2.322
15 2^,30,33,42 1.28 . 360 1.640
16 25 3.16 .073 3.2334
17 26 2.54 .009 2.5494
18 28,29,37,43,44 1.85 .234 2.084
19 27,31,32,36,41 2.08 .377 2.457
20 . 34,35,38,39,40 2.12 .262 2.382

•ft These routes take more than 2.5 hours total time..



CHAPTER V

. . COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS

In this chapter the two algorithms will be com
pared to attempt to find the relative strengths and weak
nesses of each. Table 8 presents some summary statistics 
for the example, problems discussed in Chapter III.

Table 8. Comparative Summary of the Two Algorithms .

Number of Routes in Computer Travel Service Total
Q 1 n  -i rP n m o  TTq za. rl rfi n -mo &  rPn m o  rp m o' Solution Time Used Timea Time Time

Example 1 (minj (min) (min)
Delivery Scheduler 2 15 sec 350 605 . 955
Clarke-Wright 3 5 min*3 360 .605 965
Example 2 . (hrs) (hrs) (hrs)
Delivery Scheduler 16 375 sec 35.14-1 3. Ill 380 6,6
Clarke-Wright 20 31 sec 14-7.36 3.Ill ' 50.61

**CPU times on the CDC 6I4.OO computer.
... The Clarke-Wright e valuation of Example 1 was done by 

hand.
The Delivery Scheduler computer program occupies 

110,OOOg words of memory of the CDC 61|_00 at The University 
of Arizona, while the Clarke-Wright program only needs 
35,OOOg words. It is obvious from Table 8 that the Clarke- 
Wright program is faster and smaller. Therefore, it

lj.2
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becomes a question of whether or not one wants, or even 
needs, the accuracy provided by the Delivery Scheduler. 
Factors which must be considered include the following:

1. Is it feasible to split the load at any node into 
two or more smaller loads? For instance, fuel oil 
can be delivered in two discrete loads, but if a 
group of people are standing at a bus stop, the 
driver cannot pick up half of them and tell the 
rest to come back for the next bus. The Delivery 
Scheduler will split loads if it leads to more 
efficient loading of vehicles. The Clarke-Wright 
method, on the other hand,- will not split loads
at all.

2. Is the cost of the extra computer time needed for 
the Delivery Scheduler justifiable? For instance, 
in Example 2 of the previous chapter, if the solu
tion were to be implemented only once the Clarke- 
Wright results may be acceptable, even though the 
travel time is twelve hours longer (four extra 
trips)| but if the busses are going to run every 
week, the extra cost of those four busses per week 
is so great that the Delivery Scheduler with its 
five and one-half extra minutes of computer time 
is preferable to the Clarke-Wright solution.



3« Are there vehicles of differing capacities? , If 
so, the Clarke-Wright program is set up to handle 
them and should be used.

1|_. Are there multiple depots, such that the load should 
be spread among them? If so, the Delivery Scheduler 
should be used since it has the capability of 
handling them.

5. Are distance figures given as shortest distance 
between nodes, or as direct one step links only?
If shortest distance figures are given, and the 
number of nodes, n, is large, the Delivery Sched
uler will take too long to execute Phase I since 
it will generate n! routes and test each one for 
dominance by each other one. A different method 
must be found to generate the routes, or the Clarke- 
Wright procedures must be used.

It appears that there are many restrictions imposed by the 
statement of a particular problem which may force the 
analyst to use one algorithm or the other.

Klunk (1970) has developed a general formula to 
approximate the maximum computer time to ascertain an 
optimal solution in Phase III. If there are n routes, of 
which r satisfy the criteria for individual elimination 
in step 5> of the Delivery Scheduler algorithm, v nodes.



and an average of w allowable stops per route, then the
time is denoted T„ „ „ and is defined as follows:n,r,v,w
Tn,r,v,w = 2nwin,v + I\[k) win,v; k e iNTEGERSt l )  ' 

where in>v is the time required for one iteration of the
transportation algorithm in Klerer and Korn (1967). The
first term is the time required to construct a feasible
solution and determine which routes satisfy the criteria
for individual elimination in step 6. The second term is
the maximum time for the branch and bound procedure to
assure an optimal solution. About three-fourths of this
time is consumed making sure that the optimal solution is
really optimal. Therefore, since under the current imple
mentation the program stops with a sub-optimal solution,
the time estimate is reduced to

Tn,r,v,w = 2 w i n,v +!C{(k) Wln >  6 INTEGERS [1, r/2]J . 
The factor in y is approximately proportional to n + v, 
with in ,v ^  *01 for 12 routes, i| nodes, and in y ~  .02 
for 20 routes and 10 nodes.



CHAPTER VI

ALTERNATIVES

Either of the algorithms discussed here may be 
applied to many different problems. Clarke and Wright 
(1964) were concerned with delivering goods' using truck 
capacities in tons or gallons as the constraint, and inter- 
node distances in miles. Using these figures as times,, 
however, will not create any problems, if the differences 
are kept in mind when viewing the results. A problem 
occurs if only the shortest path matrix is given, and one 
wishes to use the Delivery Scheduler, as explained in the 
previous chapter.

The town of Havant, England, uses a modification 
of the Clarke-Wright algorithm to schedule lawn mowing 
and snow removal on city property. Either algorithm could 
be used for the problem of military logistics, supplying 
many bases from a depot. The method can be used for both 
planning and scheduling, since the output of Phase III of 
the Delivery Scheduler,, or the set of links from the 
Clarke-Wright algorithm tell how many routes will be needed, 
and the output of Phase I of the Delivery Scheduler shows 
the order of visiting each node. ■ . .

Additionally, if desired, the output of either 
method may be further analyzed by hand to result in better.
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solutions e For instance, the results, of the Delivery 
Scheduler in example 2 of Chapter III may be modified 
easily by looking at the map and set of routes generated 
in Phase I. This simple modification results in the 
saving of three hours of travel time which, for a long
term project, could represent a considerable savings.

Much work has also been done on the problem of 
locating a depot to serve a network. Some of the authors 
in this field are Spielburg (1969a, 1969b), Armour • arid.
Buffa (1963), Keuhn and Hamburger (1963), Cooper (I963, 
1964)$ and Efroymson and Ray (1966). Their methods of 
solution have included simulation and integer programming 
combined with a branch and bound procedure. Either the 
Clarke-Wright algorithm or the Delivery Scheduler can be 
used to solve this problem. If there is a set of H nodes, 
of which one must be chosen for a depot, either program 
can be run N times, once with each possible node as a 
depot. The total time, or total cost of each run, can 
then be compared to make a decision on the location.

Possible further work in this field could include 
developing a better method of generating routes through 
a network when the shortest distance matrix is given. 
However, if the limitations of the current algorithms are 
taken into account, they can provide much heeded assistance 
in planning and scheduling deliveries of many types of 
services. ' ■
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